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Time Domain Imaging (TDI) system in the terahertz (THz) range for immovable cultural heritage materials
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Abstract:

In the field of Cultural Heritage science, the use of non-destructive and contact-free techniques has increased sharply over the past 10 years. Compared to conventional spectroscopic and imaging techniques such as X-ray, Ultraviolet (UV), Infrared (IR) and laser spectroscopy, terahertz time-domain imaging (THz-TDI) is an innovative, non-invasive and safe technique, which provides good penetration depth (~1 cm) and broad spectral bandwidth (0.1 - 10 THz). This paper sets out the protocol and methodology for the application of THz-TDI to immovable Cultural Heritage, illustrated by a series of case studies. The case studies demonstrate the efficacy of the technique in providing structural and material information for conservators.
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1. Introduction

Terahertz (THz) radiation, also known as sub-millimeter wave radiation, lies between the microwave and infrared bands of the electromagnetic spectrum, Figure 1. The wavelength of THz waves ranges from 30 µm to 3 mm. THz radiation exhibits properties of both millimeter radio waves and infrared light waves and can provide information about both the outside and inside of a sample [1-3]:

- In similarity to microwaves: THz radiation is transmitted through a wide variety of optically opaque and non-conducting materials (wood, plastics, ceramics, paper, bones etc.). This is an attractive feature for a wide range of applications.

- In similarity to visible light waves: THz radiation can be propagated through space, reflected, focused and refracted using THz optics.

Almost all materials show their own particular spectral features in the THz range due to the motion of entire molecules, which include phonon interaction, molecular rotations, hydrogen bond behavior and various low-energy excitation modes [1]. THz waves are non-ionizing, as the photon energies are insufficient to change the structure or properties of the material. Furthermore, THz radiation has limited penetration (strong absorption) in water and cannot penetrate metal [1]. The short wavelength (between 30 µm and 3 mm) allows for a spatial resolution that is sufficient for imaging applications.

Until the beginning of the 1990’s, the THz domain (the so-called “THz gap”) had not been intensively studied due to the lack of available detectors and sources prior to the introduction of femto-second lasers. Since then, THz-spectroscopy has rapidly developed for various research fields as a novel, noninvasive examination method, firstly being applied in the fields of medicine [4] and security [5]. Compared to other electromagnetic waves, such as X-ray, Ultraviolet (UV) and Infrared (IR) waves, THz radiation can provide information about sub-surface regions, up to an approximate depth of one centimeter, meaning that it has the ability to penetrate thicker layers and obtain structural or layer information using reflected signals, all under safe operating conditions.

The first published study in the field of Cultural Heritage was carried out in 2006 [6], with imagery of the internal structure of an easel painting. Since then, a large number of different materials and artworks have been studied. Figure 2 illustrates the domains in the field of conservation science where THz imaging has been used for movable and immovable cultural heritage.

![Figure 1: Electromagnetic spectral ranges in frequency and scale, indicated with the Terahertz gap.](image)
2. Principles of Terahertz Time-Domain Imaging (THz-TDI)

Terahertz Time-Domain Imaging (THz-TDI) can be used for measurement in both transmission and reflection mode, in order to identify or to highlight material structure through data processing and analysis. The imaging system allows 2D and 3D imaging (tomography and 3D reconstruction) studies with spatial resolution scaled from tens of micrometers to several millimeters [1-3].

In THz-TDI, THz-pulses are generated by applying short laser pulses to either nonlinear crystals or photoconductive antennas. Usually, a GaAs photoconductive antenna with an interdigitated electrode structure serves as a source for intense single cycle THz pulses when it is illuminated at normal incidence by an ultrafast laser pulse. After emission, the THz beam is collimated and focused on the sample with a high-density polyethylene (HDPE) lens. Then, the THz beam is re-collimated and the THz pulses detected coherently either by using electro-optical crystals or photoconductive antennas. A standard THz-TDI setup is shown in Figure 3. The detected signals are proportional to the THz electric field rather than the intensity. The system typically has a usable frequency range of approximately 0.1-3 THz (wavelength ranging from 3 to 0.1 mm, wavenumber ranging from 3.3 to 100 cm$^{-1}$). The exact frequency range is linked to instrumental parameters, such as the duration and power of the femtosecond laser pulse, composition of the semiconductor material, and design of the emission and detection antennas.
The data is recorded by raster-scanning the emitter/receiver configuration across the region of interest. A waveform is recorded at each position. A time-domain (TD) signal is plotted with the electrical field strength of the electromagnetic pulse as a function of time (Figure 7). Such a signal will contain signatures corresponding to internal reflections from interfaces within a layered material, separated by their time-of-flight, and can be used to observe the distance between the layers. The positive features in the waveform correspond to interfaces where the THz beam has transitioned from a high-refractive-index medium to a lower refractive index medium, and vice versa for the negative features [1].

THz-TDI can be used in three specific modes: transmission, reflection with off-axis setting, and reflection with collinear setting. For the transmission mode (figure 4), the main pulse directly propagates through all the materials. The recorded data is usually transformed into the frequency domain, where it provides better signal-to-noise ratio when compared to data recorded in reflection mode. The TD signal is less used, as it cannot give temporal information on the layers.

The reflection modes provide an accurate and direct measurement of the sample thickness because the arrival time of the reflected THz pulse is very sensitive to any optical thickness variations in the sample. The sign and amplitude of the back-reflected THz pulse can be analyzed for reflections originating from the various interfaces located in the sample, with the reflection amplitude determined by the terahertz refractive index mismatch at each interface. Each pulse corresponds to structural or material property change in the sample, which results in reflection of the incident beam, even from buried layers.

In reflection mode, there are two different settings, off-axis (figure 4b left) and collinear (figure 4b right), which are able to highlight different characteristics and can be applied to samples with specific needs. The off-axis setting gives better signal-to-noise ratio than the collinear setting (because the recorded signal is reduced by a total of 75% due to a combination of partial transmission and partial reflection at the semi-reflective mirror inside the collinear system). However, the THz beam focused
on the sample forms an elliptical spot rather than a perfect circle. In contrast, the collinear setting produces a circular spot. The off-axis system is used most often, due to the better signal-to-noise ratio obtained from the sample.

The choice of transmission and reflection mode depends on the object of the analysis and the feasibility due to the sample geometry: if it is a wall painting, transmission mode is impossible to apply, so reflection mode is the only choice. Reflection mode is also an advantage when compared to other techniques like X-ray, which can only operate in transmission.

3. Materials and methods

3.1 Instrument and Protocol

The experiments were conducted with a Picometrix T-Ray 4000® THz-TDS imaging system. The system consists of separate emitter and receiver heads connected by umbilical optical fibers to a box housing the ultrafast laser and associated optical components. The mode-locked, two-stage,
amplified, Ytterbium fiber pump laser operates with a center wavelength near 1064 nm, a 100 fs pulse width, a 50 MHz repetition rate and a maximum output power of 400 mW. The emitter and receiver are low temperature GaAs photoconductive fiber-coupled antennas, allowing rapid modification of the measurement mode (transmission, off-axis and collinear reflection) for in situ analysis (Figure 5). This configuration allows a 2 THz spectral bandwidth, with a 40 dB dynamic range for minimal averaging, with an acquisition rate of 100 Hz for a fixed 320 ps measurement window at a 78.13 fs time resolution. After emission, the THz beam is collimated and focused on the sample with an HDPE lens, the receiver collecting the reflected or transmitted THz pulse. All the experiments performed with reflection mode in this article used the off-axis setting.

![Figure 5: Picture of the THz-TDI system during in situ analysis, with computer (yellow), antennas (blue), x-y translation stage (white), and laser and optics box (red).](image)

The data is acquired by raster-scanning the emitter and receiver configuration across the region of interest (ROI). A waveform is recorded at each position, consisting of a 4096 point-time series. The parameters to optimize for the measurements include the step, the scan size and the speed, as they determine the size of each pixel and thus the resolution of the image; the scan area as defined by the region of interest; and the number of averages for each pixel, to help to improve the signal-to-noise ratio [8-9]. The acquisition time depends on the number of pixels for the ROI, the resolution of each pixel, the displacement speed and the number of averages.

### 3.2 Terahertz imaging methodology

Recording the electric field amplitude versus time for a particular position on the specimen (also called an A-scan) allows several peaks to be highlighted. Each peak reveals the difference in optical distance between the receiver and the sample surface or interfaces. This identification can provide information throughout the thickness of a specimen. A visualization of the stratigraphy can be achieved by accumulating a series of A-scans along a line (a so-called a B-scan). Thus a B-scan gives indications of stratified boundaries in the material and features inside the sample, such as cracks, air gaps or layers, with a depth resolution of better than 100 μm [18, 32]. An illustration of such a result is given in Figures 6 and 7. The mock-up used for this experiment is shown in Figure 6 before and after having been partially covered with whitewash. The stratigraphy under the whitewash layer is depicted between the two images. In the B-scan shown in Figure 7, the horizontal axis represents the position on this line (Y coordinate) and the vertical axis represents the time increment. The color scale represents the amplitude of the signal at each position and time point in the acquisition window [1-3].

2D cartography, also called a C-scan, can be carried out by choosing a particular value of time of flight (corresponding to a fixed optical distance from the antennas) or a particular value of electric field amplitude, for example the maximum (which may be at a varying optical distance from the antenna).
Figure 7 also serves as an example of a limitation of THz-TDI that occurs when an interface is covered by two materials with very different refractive indices. Figure 7 is divided into two parts: on the left-hand side is an A-scan and on the right-hand side, a B-scan. The A-scan was obtained for the coordinate X = 42 mm and Y = 14 mm. The B-scan was performed along the dashed-line drawn in Figure 6. In the B-scan, the same interface, with and without the whitewash appears at different depths. This error emphasizes the fact that THz tomography, as with all the other imaging techniques, requires prior knowledge of the studied object.

In addition to the 2D imaging method described above, 3D imaging can be applied to provide information on the roughness, flatness and layer thickness of the sample structure. This type of 3D imaging is done by specifying a time window on the TD waveform and plotting the time delay corresponding to either the maximum or minimum value within this window as a surface plot.

This technique is illustrated in application to a Byzantine icon (14th century), the so-called Lucas icon, in Freising (Germany). The work was carried out during an archaeometrical campaign (IPERION CH project funded by the European Commission, H2020-INFRAIA-2014-2015, under Grant No. 654028). The main goal of this multi-instrumental campaign was to enhance knowledge of the hidden first
version of the icon and to enable a virtual reconstruction of it. For THz-TDI, the objective was to retrieve a cross section of the icon using nondestructive techniques. The capability for THz-TDI to create 3D images was utilised in this work. The topography of the surface is reconstructed by the use of time of flight in Figure 8. The face of the Virgin (including the halo) is seen to be raised above the
surrounding area (Figure 8 top). Plus, the artwork has a “natural” curvature, bigger in the center of it (as can be seen in Figure 8 bottom, where the ratio between axes is different to accentuate the curvature of the artwork). The distance between the highest position and the baseline is about 1.4 mm, as given in Figure 8.

4. Results

With the prospect of a large restoration campaign on the medieval Doom wall painting in St Thomas’ Church (Salisbury, England), a scientific study was carried out to more accurately identify the underlying composition. This wall painting represents the Last Judgment and is located on the arch between the nave and the choir. Documentary evidence reveals that modern painting (19th century) covers much earlier painting (probably 14th century). This ancient layer was covered by several layers of whitewash before being uncovered and retouched/repainted by restorers Clayton and Bell at the end of the 19th century. The original layer is visible to the naked eye under the lacuna (Figure 9).

Figure 10 (a) is a photograph of part of the halo of Jesus, showing the presence of gold paint on the surface. Figure 10 (b) superimposes a C-Scan of the maximum peak-to-peak THz amplitude on top of a greyscale representation of the visible image in Figure 10 (a). A strong reflection appears on the C-scan where there is no visible layer at the surface. On the assumption that there is an intervening covering layer of whitewash (with a refractive index of 1.6 [20]), the depth of the underlying layer giving rise to the strong reflection can be estimated to be around 100 µm.

A physical sample was taken from the region of interest, a cross section of which is presented in Figure 11. From this, it appears that a highly reflective layer of gold leaf exists under the surface. The surface layer is made of a thick black layer covered by gold paint. A thin lime whitewash layer covers the layer of gold leaf, which lies on a red preparation layer composed of minium and red ochre over a thin pink layer. The last layer is made of lime whitewash. From this sample, the gold leaf is at a depth close to 100 µm, which fits perfectly with the estimation obtained by the THz technique.

Under the framework of the European Project Iperion CH (H2020-INFRAIA-2014-2015, under Grant No. 654028) a campaign was undertaken with different experimental techniques: THz imaging, Stimulated Infrared Thermography (SIRT) and Digital Holographic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (DHSPI). The measurements were carried out in the 12th century Church of St. Gregory the Great, in Morville, Shropshire, UK. Documentary evidence suggests the existence of a painting on the south wall of the church, which has been covered with plaster and/or paint layers. However, the description is ambiguous with regard to the painting’s exact location on the south wall.
Figure 10: (a) Part of the halo of Jesus

Figure 10: (b) Overlap of the visible photography and the peak to peak C-scan of the ROI. The area in red is symptomatic of a strong reflection.
Stimulated infrared thermography was performed using a system developed by LRMH and the University of Reims Champaign Ardennes. DHSPi was carried out using a system developed by IESL/FORTH.

Results delivered by the three techniques are consistent and were able to distinguish areas with structural defects and deterioration from those that were more solid ([33]). While thermography and DHSPi cannot provide direct images of concealed paintings, the results show that these techniques can provide valuable clues to their location that can be used to target subsequent detailed but more time-consuming terahertz imaging. Additionally, they can be used to identify cracks, voids and delaminations that can give rise to artifacts in terahertz images, giving scope for their removal in subsequent processing. As an example, Figure 12 shows SIRT and DHSPi images from a 690 mm x 510 mm area of the south wall of the church. The bright red and yellow regions in the SIRT image and the structured pattern and large number of localized anomalies in the DHSPi image are strongly suggestive of hidden structure within the wall, potentially due to the presence of sub-surface paint layers. This conclusion is borne out by the THz B-scan from the same area of wall shown in Figure 13, which indicates the presence of three internal layers, consistent with localized areas of pigment within the wall painting.

A final example of results obtained with the THz system comes from experiments carried out in a Thermal-Hydraulic-Chemical-Mechanical (THCM) study to improve understanding of the behavior of plasterboard warmed on one face to simulate normalized fire (ISO 834 [34]). Panels of gypsum (β calcium sulfate, water to plaster mass ratio (W/P) equal to 0.65, 40 mm thick) are taken as samples due to their widespread use as a passive fire protection. The relative fragility of gypsum boards is a benefit because the scenarios of damage are rich enough for the data to be transposable to more complex configurations. During equivalent fire, mechanical damage of the structure by the emergence
of a network of cracks is enhanced by five distinctive and polymorphous phase changes. Four of these phase changes are endothermic and the other one is exothermic, with or without mass transfer [35-36].

Figure 12: (a) SIRT image and (b) DHSPI image from the south wall of the Church of St. Gregory the Great, Morville, Shropshire, UK.

Figure 13: THz B-scan from section C – note the presence of 3 internal layers, consistent with localized areas of pigment within the wall painting.

Thermal analyses reveal the presence of three out of the four well-known phenomena that occur when gypsum is heated (equations 1-4) [35-38]). First, an endothermic dehydration in two steps occurs between 80 and 200°C (Equations 1 and 2). Then, an anhydrite III to anhydrite II exothermic phase transition is observed between 350 and 400°C (Equation 3). The last reaction usually takes place at temperatures above 1180°C (Equation 4) and was not observed in these experiments. The endothermic phenomenon observed between 600 and 750°C is due to decarbonation of CaCO₃ impurities (Equation 5) [37-38].
\[
\text{CaSO}_4 \cdot 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{CaSO}_4 \cdot 0.5\text{H}_2\text{O} + 1.5\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (1)
\]
\[
\text{CaSO}_4 \cdot 1.5\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{CaSO}_4(\text{III}) + 0.5\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (2)
\]
\[
\text{CaSO}_4(\text{III}) \rightarrow \text{CaSO}_4(\text{II}) \quad (3)
\]
\[
\text{CaSO}_4(\text{II}) \rightarrow \text{CaSO}_4(\text{I}) \quad (4)
\]
\[
\text{CaCO}_3 \rightarrow \text{CaO} + \text{CO}_2 \quad (5)
\]

The internal structure of such material is well known by destructive techniques. Illustrations of the local chemical compound are given through the thickness of the board versus time in Figure 14. The challenge here is to achieve the same results through non-destructive examination.

Figure 14: Identification of the local chemical composition from exposed side (40 mm) to non-exposed side (0 mm) versus time of a gypsum board (W/P = 0.65) heated on one face under ISO 834 normalized fire. Results are deduced by mean of a destructive technique. Blue color represents gypsum chemical phase, red color represents semi-hydrate chemical phase and green color represents anhydrite chemical phase, [36-37].

Figure 15: THz B-scan from gypsum panel after 2 hours testing under normalized fire. Note the presence of 2 internal layers is consistent with localized layers of phase changes with a refractive index of 1.6 ([35-38]).
During heating, it is not possible to scan the surface with the THz system without damaging the equipment. The protocol is to stop the experiment after a fixed time and to scan the board when it is cold.

Figure 15 shows a B-scan of a board after 2 hours testing. The exposed surface is on the top. The surface of the sample appears as a red-blue line at 7 mm (the vertical axis represents the optical distance; the refractive index is taken as 1 in air and between 1.6 and 1.8 in plaster [9]). Two layers are visible (black arrows on Figure 15) at a depth corresponding to water content and phase changes of gypsum for this heating time ([35-36]). Such results are in good agreement with destructive testing techniques.

5. Conclusion

This study demonstrates the capabilities of THz-TDI for characterizing immovable cultural heritage materials, understanding decay processes and improving conservation of cultural objects. Specifically for conservation science, the capacity of THz to image the internal structure of such materials with non-ionizing radiation is of great benefit, compared to X-rays, which require skilled personnel and special facilities such as radiation-shielded rooms. Moreover, THz-TDI is contact-free and gives information on a wide variety of optically opaque and non-conducting materials.

As THz-TDI can be carried out in reflection, there is no need to access both sides of an object. THz imaging can provide information at depth and THz data contains spectral information that can potentially be used to identify different materials.

The versatility of THz-TDI is one of the key points for its success in important applications in conservation science.

The combination of THz-TDI with other nondestructive techniques, such as SIRT and DHSPi, is very promising, with the capability to provide information simultaneously on the structure of materials and the mechanical activity of identified layers.
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